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JCU professor
Fire blazes in Coventry
dies in plane crash
by Chris Kozor
News Editor

On May 18 of this past summer, Dr. Eugene Petrus, a parttime professor of sociology, was
killed in a plane crash.
Petrus, father of John Carroll
University sophomore Jonathan
Petrus, was giving instruction to a
flight student when the tragedy
occurred. The student was also
killed.
Petrus first came to Carroll in
1979 as the result of a one year
appointment in the sociology department
He returned to Carroll in 1989
and had been serving as a parttime faculty manber up to the
time of his death.
Although his time at Carroll
was not long, the impression he
1eft will be lasting.
"There are two categories into
which you place people," said Dr.
Duane Dukes, associate professor
of sociology. "One is things they
have done, and the other is the
kind ofperson they were. Eugene
was exemplary in both."
Dukes described Petrus as a
hardworking individual, wbopaid
attention to every detail.
His son agreed with this assessment and credited his father
for being able to show students at
John Carroll the ovetall picture
rather than a narrow view.
"He was a man with integrity,"
said the younger Petrus. "He ttied
to pass it on at John Carroll and

.,._.....,,.......__
Prof. Eugene Petrus before his
death in a plane crash May 18.

wherever he taught because he
thought it was important If it had
been up to me, I would have taken
him for a teacher."
The younger Petrus never had
his father for class because Professor Petrus thought it would be a
conflict of interest
Petrus' interests outside ofJCU
were many and varied, indicating
the kind of active lifestyle he enjoyed.
In 1979,heestablishedhisown
advertising agency, DIVERS A,
Inc., in Kent. Ohio. Through hard
work and persistence he built it
into the largest advertising agency
in Portage County.
In addition, he distinguished
himself by winning awards in the
area of community service fcx his
rape awareness posters.
Petrus also was a member of
the Kent Area Chamber of Commerce. He served in that capacity
for eight years, including one year
as president in 1989.
Other areas of Petrus' community involvement were the Kent
2-H Club, the Kent Rotary, and
the Cleveland diocese.
Besides John Carroll, Petrus
had served as a part-time professor at Kent State University, and
as a full-time professor at Mount
Union College of Alliance.
Despiteall his activities, Petrus'
greatest love was still flying. He
had served as a captain in the U.S.
Air Force, and flew during the
Vietnam War.
A letter written by his company
as a ttibute to his memory says,
"...no matter how busy his schedule was, Gene made sure he set
aside time for himself and the blue
skies."
Tragically, yet in a way fittingly, Petrus died while enjoying
his greatest passion.
The sociology department has
established a setofPetrus• favoote
books in his memory.
The funezal for Petrus was held
on May 22 at the Newman Center
at Kent State.
The sophomore class has plans
for a memorial. The delails surrounding the memorial are currently being decided by Petrus'
family.
"We miss him very, very
much," said Dukes. •"There's a
little hole in our department and I
don't think we'll be able to fill it"
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Some businesses in Coventry Mall were forced to close tbeir doors as a result of the rtre Sept. 20
by Tara Schmidtke
News Ecttor

A fire which started in a building on Coventry Road wt Friday
afternoon and spread across the
roof destroyed all seven businesses in that building.
According to Cleveland
Height's Assistant Fire Chief
Kevin Mohr, the source and the
origination of the fire is still obscure and an investigation is undecway.
"Wedon'\}cnowtheexactcause
for the fire yet," said Mohr. "Until
the investigation is completed, we
don't rule out anything."
The businesses which were destroyed are Hunan Coventry,
Casbah, Rainblue Handcrafts,
aMr.

taurant. the Cleveland Story vintage clothing store, and an Wlnamed beauty store, which is the
assumed starting point for the fire.
"We suspect that it started in
the space between the ceiling and
the root at the north end of the
building," said Mohr.
AccordingtoJenniferWagner,
who is a sophomoreatJohnCarroll
University and a resident of an
apartment in Coventry, the ftre
was .. well handled" by the
ftrefighters.
"There was a lot of smoke,"
said Wagner, "but everybody got
out all right"
Therewerenocivilianinjuries,
according to Mohr, although two
frrefighters were injured while
combating the ftre. One of the
was treated
the

JCU student remains in
hospital following accident
by Taro Schmidtke
News Ecttor

SeanFriday,amembecofJohn
Carroll University's sophomore
class, was hit by a car this past
Friday night while standing on
Washington Street with a group of
people.
According to eyewitness
Michelle Macaluso, who was
walking down the sueet when the
accident occurred, Friday was
talking to a carload ofpeople when
he was hit
"I heard a noise," said
Macaluso. "I turned around and
saw him in the air and then hit the
grolDld."
According to another eyewitness, who requested anonymity,

hospital and then released.
The other ftrefighter has a
sustained hand injury and is off
duty for an indefmite amount of
time.
According to Wagner, there
were many spectators watching
the ftre until the smoke cleared
and the fuefighrm cleared the
streets. The ftre lasted for about
four hours.
.According to Carroll students,
the Coventry area has always been
a popular gathering place and
many of them were worried about
the extent of the damage. Despite
the seven businesses which were
destroyed, many mcxe are still operational.
..Coventry is not cursed," said
Wagner. "People can still come
and
out"
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the people with Friday all had
glasses in their hands. When the
police arrived, one of them said,
"Quick, hide the beer." However,

the yet unfmished police report
reveals no indication that the
consumption of aloohol w~ involved in the accident
Deputy Chief Stehlik, of the
University Heights Police Department, said that no citations
have yet been issued, pending the
completion of the reportS.
The police arrived at the scene
of the accident very quickly, according to the anonymous source.
Friday was immediately transported toSuburban Hospital where
he was admitted in critical condicontinued on page S
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Constructive criticism
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duty of newspaper
This newspaper has handled some serious topics over the past weeks.
Rape, race relations, and administrative inertia are among these. We
recognize these issues to be of extreme imponance, and in need of
immediate attention and action. But we feel compelled to make our
editorial philosophy known.
The U.S. Constitution allows us to express our opinions without fear.
Opinion and dissent are necessary for an open and democratic society.
Thus, our opinions have legitimacy
and deserve to
be taken seriously.
The ultimate
expression of these
views is the editorial. ., lilt U.11U Gltlttl . 11 orkr It fotw. 1Im
~ b1os. t1tabl~ Juttct. 1um
In the realm offree ...ut1ctl:nraq11i111r. pro~Mk for l i l t - expression, the edito~ pro-.o« l1lt anml Wtlfurt. ...
rialisadifferentkind annllltlkll1181tfC:1knrttoar•tM~ of beast. In a democ.u _. ~~... on.!a IU titaN~~racy, where empha- ~ifttn~~~tntlilt)Gc.ciUtflwrUG. sis is on the individual, the opinion of
a group carries an
awesome power and
responsibility. The
editorial duty of The
Carroll News is a
sacred one. Its power to sway opinion and to affect the views of others must
be handled with responsibility.
We understand that we must back our assertions on fact and our
conclusions on logic. Without these key steps the editorial looses credibility and wastes its potential. Our goal is only achieved with accuracy and
reason.
We have exercized our right and are willing to discuss all cr· ticism of
our facts, assertions, and conclusions. This attitude does not constitute a
bias against the administration. Rather, we are performing our duty as
social critic and medium for postive social change.
It must be noted, however, that the editorial opinion of this paper reflects
the fact that it 1s both an institution and a group of individuals. The editorial
process necessitates that the members of the newspaper staff shed the
individual quality of their views and arrive, by consensus, at an opinion
that belongs to the whole. No single individual is responsible for the
editorial's content.
Similarly, response to editorials should address the newspaper as a
whole, not its individual leaders or staff members. Just as we try to operate
as a professional paper would, we can only expect to be treated in a
professional manner.
Injustices on our campus cannot and will not be ignored. This newspaper will consistently call upon the university community to address issues
and join with us in intelligent and meaningful dialogue. The ultimate goal
of this dialogue is the evolution of the social conscience of the community.
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Full Time Traveler, Part Time President

Let's focus on what's
important - education
Recently the administration unveiled their updated Master
Plan. The title alone somehow implies something smister. That's
not to say that it is, but perhaps they could have given it a more
palatable name. I guess I should be happy with the plans, but
somehow they leave a bad taste in my mouth.
As a communications major, it excites me that soon there will be a new place for us
communicators to communicate. The proposal of cutting off Belvior sounds great too,
who knows maybe they will designate the~ in front of the new haJls as a place for
organized sports only
So why the bad taste in my mouth? Well, I guess that pan of my problem is just plain
sour grapes. I mean, I'm helping to fund these projects, but I will be long gone before
the fruition of these ambitious plans.
But. what really bothers me is that I feel these plans lack a true senseofprioriti1.ation.
That is not 10 say that there aren't proposed completion dates, there are. But, at an
instituuon of higher education, we must ftrst invest in those endeavors which will
improve the teaching and learning environment of the school.
First and foremost, something must be done with our library. Given in the last year,
changes have been made to bring the library out of the Dark Ages. However, there is still
much to be done. A library in many ways serves as the foundation of a learning
institution. Yet, I can't tell you how many times I have stomped outofGrasselli library,
frustrated by the lack of resources- and I know that I am not alone. Students shouldn't
need to travel to public libranes or to Case Western Reserve UniversHy to be able to
effectively research topics.
So, I do realize that new stands at Wasmer field would be great. and turfmg over
Belvior so that we can do more building might actually be aesthetically pleasing, but I
can't help but feel that the Master Plan people need to immediately tum their attention
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We are here to learn,and until weare given the best tools forthts task no other projects
should be undertaken. It's time to fix what is broken, in hopes of creating a sturdy
foundation for students 10 stand on.
~ ~

...............Pena Th~lcu, ~t

Cantr#S l..lfr-.......~......Patrick S<:uUin. EditOr
.............,..•~Cuolyn Se;m~ N>Q~5tanl
z
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Miss: Flashback -Orange signs, men
with flags, Expect Delays - the bureaucratic baclcJog at the Student Union has
slowed to a triclcJe the distribution of the
SuperValuable SupcrSavers and the muchtouted complete census of the JCU Universe,
the Campus Phone Directory.
Hit: Who would know that the expansion of water vapor inside a kernel of vegetable material could make so many happy?
That's right. the angelic popcorn from the
cafeteria has turned Marriott into a regular
Xanadu.

Miss: "Gee mom, its just like riding a
bike..." This scenario is not for you if
you're a JCU resident who owns freedom
on two wheels. Complications surrounding
the storage of said 'cycles makes buying a
parking permit pure rapture.
Hit: This, the third reincarnation of the
Wolf and Pot. may be the one. Soft. homey
couches (or is it davenports?), copies ofgreat
works of art, and the inherent culture of
festive international coffees may make the
former bar into a cultured student's social
club.

FORUM
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letters to the editor
Hruschak editorial draws
campus reproacti

Meals on Wheels criticized

To the Edita:
To the Edita:
If Project Gold has asked Campus Ministry for any
I've been trying to keep my cynicism under control and
cooperation that we did not willingly provide, I am oot
to have faith in the good intentions of this school, but an
aware of it, nor is my team, nor is Joe Cimpennan, nor the
article in the Sept. 19,1991 issue of TM Carroll News
Project Gold people he consulted. What we are aware of is
infuriated me.
that P J. Hruschak did not bother to check his allegation
The Meals on Wheels program is a joke. According to
with any of us before publishing it as fact (CN, 9/19/91,
the article, vans loaded with food go downtown and set up
Editorial page):
tables from which "people can choose from peanut butter
An editor needs more journalistic responsibility than
and jelly and occasionally bologna sandwiches, soup,
that
apples. oranges. milk, coffee, hot chocolate, and orange
It is not the agenda of Campus Ministry to organize or
drink." This is food? Come on! These are the leftovers.
run evecy possible social awareness and activity program
Where is the nutrition in peanut butter and jelly? The poor,
on campus to such an extent that no gaps would remain for
hungry people who come downtown need true meals, not
others to fiU. This sort of totalitarianism has been abanpseudo processed foodstuffs.
doned even by the Soviet Union. Yet even if such an
Secondly, I don't think this is what meal donors have in
organization were possible and even if it were run with
mind when they sacrifice their meals. Besides, who really
supreme competence, there would still be many legitimate
considers an "occasional bologna sandwich" a sacrifice?
and honorable reasons for students to exercise their rights
What students do give up are the entrees, the real, healthy
of free association and to organize parallel groups working
food, and this is what should be talcen downtown.
in the same fields. I tis inappropriate to gratuitously insinuate
that such students must have ulterior and self-serving
Andrea Clapper
motives.
Class of 1992
Since social awareness, responsibility and activity are
characteristics of the spiritually mature person that we
hope will emerge from this Jesuit institution, Campus
CN needs geography lesson
Ministry in the 20 years of its existence here has sought to
foster such knowledge, comrniunent and service in a
variety of ways.
To the Editor:
One of those ways has been to encourage and help
This letter is a response to the map printed with Patrick
individuals and groups who want to address these issues or McGill's article in The Ca"oll News (September 19).
volunteer their services whether they wish to work orgaThe space at the top right comer of the map marked
nizationally with us or independently of us. We are not "Russia" is not Russia a tall. In fact, the Ukrainian Republic
diminished because others do good.
of the Soviet Union is located there.
The existence at Carroll of so many individuals and
To iUustrate the severity of this mistalte, I will give an
groups concerned about justice and service is no argwneot analogy. Printing this map is the equivalent of my printing
for the failure of Campus Ministry-quite the contrary. a map of the United Kingdoms and labelling everything
Nor is the birth of Project Gold an argument for the failure "England." Now that would be a pretty ignorant thing to do
of other service projects and groups.
and I doubt that any respectable newspaper would print it.
These are rather all indications of the high quality of our
Patrick McGill, or the editor, or anyone in the World
students, who do not deserve Mr. Hruschak 's disparaging View department should have caught this mistalce and
remarks.
written "Soviet Union" or "Ukrainian Republic" in the
space marked "Russia." Do some research and fmd out for
Peter Fenessy, SJ.
yourselves that Russia and the Soviet Union are not the
Director of Campus Ministry
same thing.

Orest Holubec
Class of 1994
To the Editor:
In response toP.J. Hruschak' s editorial in the September
19 issueofTheCarro/INews ,I would like to suggest why
different groups emerge. New groups are spawned not
from lade of creativity, but from special interests that need
to be met.
The various groups that have developed include: College Life, Pax Christi, Olristian Life Community, Right to
Life, Chrisunas in April, and Project Gold. They are
merely responses to the overwhelming number of Carroll
students who wish to invest their time participating in
activities that enhance community and social interests
rather than as totally separate entities in competition with
one another.
The small groups reflect John Carroll University's
diversity and work to meet individual students' needs.
These groups are not inherently separate because they
ultimately w<n f<X the same purpose: peace, social
justice, and ideals commensurate with the Jesuit tradition.
Ricci L . Polsinelli
Chairperson, Project Gold

Streaks' action defended
To the Editor:
I think the Sept19 letter to the editor "Fan feels player
slighted" was a distortion of the truth. If the student who
wroae the letter feels he must put down the coaching staff's
decision, then he should fmd a better way to do it The
coaching staff has enough difficulty in choosing who
travels to away games. Also, the John Carroll University
football program does not cut any players, so everyone is
given a fair chance to play. The varsity team travels mainly
fllSt- and second string players. For the Dayton game,
Coach DeCarlo traveled every junior and seni<X player
becauseoftheirhardwa:kintbeoff-season,andoutstanding
sophomores were also brought along. The player discussed
in tbeletttz isafllSt-yearplayerfortheJCU program. What
gives the writer the right to put down an outstanding
coaching staff which has w<Xked so hard to tum this
program around in the past seasons? The JCU football
team's record the past four years proves the hard work of
the players and the coaches. I suggest that the player

mentioned in the letter discuss his problems with the
coaches rather than his friends.
Daniel Mazzucca
Class of 1994

Deceased prof remembered
To the Edita:
In your fllSt issue of The Carroll News you laudably
launched the "Keep Us Informed" campaign to improve
the communication between The Carroll News and the
reader. Because of this and also because of my tremendous
respect for the man I wish to inform you that The Carroll
News neglected to report the untimely death of Dr. Gene
Petrus during the summer brealc in late May.
No doubt this is an oversight which should be corrected.
Dr. Petrus taught several introductory sociology courses
here at John Carroll while at the same time running an
extremely successful advertising business and also vohmteering his time and Vietnam flight experience by teaching
the wives of other pilots the basics of flying in case of
ttouble while in flight It was during this volunteer work
that he met his death in an unfortunate plane crash in
Portage County.
I'm sure all his fonner srudents as well as the faculty
here at John Carroll share in the sympathy for his family
and remember Gene Petrus with only the fondest memories.
Richard J. Strelcal
Class of 1992
Editor's note: A story on Dr. Petrus' death appears in
this week's edition.

Student Choice Grants restored
To the Editor.
Welcome back to iohn Carroll, and a special welcome
to the class of 1995 as you begin your college years. I pray
that it wiU be a successful year for each of you - intellectually, spiritually, and socially.
For students from Ohio, let me apprise you of the
outcome of our campaign this spring to preserve your
fmancial aid under the Ohio Student Choice Program. At
the time, a 50% cut had been proposed to help balance
Ohio's biennial budget (July, 1991 to June, 1993).
I asked you and your parents to contact members of the
Ohio General Assembly to ask them to fund fully the
Student Choice Grant Program. Your appeals, coupled
with those from individuals representing other independent
institutions throughout Ohio, had great impacL Most of the
funds were restored. Each Ohio student will receive a
tuition grant of $494this year, less than last year but much
better than what had been proposed initially.
IhavewrittentomembersoftheOhioGeneralAssembly
to ask they increase the appropriation for Student Choice
Grants if Ohio's tax revenue situation improves. You
should write as well. Be sure to thank your senator and
representative for their help in restoring funds this spring.
Your involvement is key to sustaining this support now and
in the future.

FORUM
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Commuter issues remain unaddressed by 'MasterPlan'
by Sue Eberius
"These are the times that try
men's souls." Those are the immortal words used by Thomas
Paine in his famous pamphlet
'The American Crisis." As oflate,
this student's soul has been tried
many a time, and now she has had
enough.
It has come to my attention
that the John Carroll administration has a "Master Plan.. for the
future of this campus. I found the
title in itself rather foreboding,
but when the details of this "plan"
were made clear, I was perturbed,
to put it gently.
Now I must admit my opinion
of what goes on at JCU is more
than slightly affected by the fact
that I am a commuter, and have
been for two years. I am also

certain that if anyone were to talk
toacommuteron this campus about
"student life," they would tell you
that it is often very unfulfilling.
Now aside from the plethora of
complaints about parking, which
have been consistently ignored for
years by the administration, there
are many other simple things the
JCU development staffcould do to
make the commuter's daily life a
little more tolerable. For instance,
making campus mail available to
us. It would be nice to know what
is happening on campus other than
ex post facto. My recommendation for solving this problem is to
make mailboxes readily available
to commuters, but the administration has made it crystal clear that
they have no room on campus for
such trivialities.
This is where the "Master Plan"
comes in. Since the administration

Fire alarms frequently
expose campus life
by Lori Miloto
Picture this: It's September.
You are back at school. It's an
obscurehourofthenightand you
are dreaming of something wonderful. It could be about yOW'
latest scope, getting offacademic
probation, or even a hot, delicious meal (my sources say this
is one of their favorites). Suddenly, when you are on the brink
of nocturnal bliss, a VERY loud,
VERY obnoxious, blaring siren
violently rips through your brain
not unlike that of a small buzz
saw. Is there a nuclear disaster at
Perry Nuclear Power Plant? Is it
Armageddon? No, it's just a
routine fire drill in a John Carroll
University donn (most likely
East).

On this particular night, after
falling from my bed, I decide to
malce the major fashion faux pas
of not matching my shoes with
my pajamas. Imagine! Out in the
halls, people are in a state of
confusion, staggering towards the
exits.
This is a typical fire drill.
There is the "illegal Appliance
Crowd," frantically throwing
clothes over forbidden microwaves and "Mr. Caffeine" coffee
makers.
There is the "Guest Hour
Crowd." These people stuff their
significant (or not so significant)
others into spaces slightly larger
than aminiature bread box. Don't
worry, the air supply will last if
the person holds his or ber breath
for, oh, about 10 minutes.
Next comes the "Sober
Squad," consisting of those

faithful few who baby-sit their
drunken roommates. The Squad
helps these people who can 'tscrape
to the stairwell by themselves, let
alone descend the stairs. If this had
been an actual emergency, there
surely would have been spontaneous combustion by now.
Once outside, the irritated
crowd sleepily gathers, plotting like
a lynch mob to find the guilty party.
Fiveminutespass. Ten minutes.
Will they ever let us back in?
Suddenly, amidst wild applause, the token "Shower Person,"
wearing only a ratty bath towel
and thongs, emerges from the
bowels of the building. This signals
the end of the typical John Carroll
frre drill which will soon be re-

is looking to blow $40 million
anyway, I don't think that providing a few measly mailboxes for
off-eampus students is that big of
a request. Also, has anybody ever
looked in the lockers provided for
commuters? It is blatantly obvious that the administration never
has or they would have long since
perished from the giant. mutant,
killerduslbunnies that lurk in these
alcoves. Besides being revoltingly
filthy, they are excruciatingly
small. Unless one is a part-time
student. these lockers are less than
adequate.ForPete'ssake,myhlgh
school locker was bigger than these
cubbyholes. Since the "Master
Plan" includes a new communications and language arts facility,
why not build some real lockers in
there?
Next. Mr. Paul Kantz, director
of development. pointed out that
two of the committee's goals are
to upgrade academics and to "enhance student life." Here are two
big suggestions I have for Mr.
Kantz and his development staff:
First. if you want to upgrade academics, how about offering some

art classes. I'm not suggesting that
an entire program for an art major
be enacted; all I am suggesting is
thatthiscampusactually maintain
its liberal arts status by offering
some art, rather than let JCU continue on its present course of becoming just another business
school. I am sure that a business
school is not what the founders of
JCU had in mind when they began
this college of liberal arts. Since
the campus offers art history as a
major, would it not malce sense to
offer some art courses to accompany it? Why is it that students are
not offered an artistic outlet on
this campus unless they are musically inclined? Is this or is this
not a liberal arts college!?!
My second, last, and most material suggestion is the following:
If the JCU administration and/or
development staff really wants to
enhance student life, as they claim
they do, why don't they try actuallytalkingwiththestudents.Now,
I don't mean the ever illustrious
Student Union, whom the average
student hears from around election time and then never again. I

mean actual average everyday
student. including us much neglected and ignored commuters.
Simply because we didn't win a
popularity contest doesn't mean
that we haven't anything consequential to say.
I have another question about
the upper levelleadershi p cabinet.
why is it that all the members, who
supposedly know what students
want, are all male, Caucasian and
over the age of 50? How on earth
would they know what the students want on this campus? They
could at least include some women
on this cabinet, ifnot some younger
members who are actually in touch
with this generation of JCU students. How can the development
staff malce decisions about enhancing student life when they
haven't a clue as to what student
life consists of these days?
So how about it? Before making another decision about what
administrators think will enhance
students' lives, why don't they
actually ask us, the students of
JCU, what in fact will enhance our
lives!?!

Freshman 'moves on' through the
daily trials of college existence
by Mark Modejo
Sometime early last week, I
was walking through the hallowed
halls ofJohn Carroll, and I noticed
some very peculiar things happening around me. Most of these
involved freshmen. Being one
myself, I know that they are not
yet familiar with the ins and outs
of this university, but I saw some
pretty interesting things.
I was over in the RecPiex,
getting my mail when along comes
this guy, obviously a freshman,
who for two weeks hasn't gotten
his mailbox open.
1know what this is like. It took
me three days to crack mine. Suddenly ,I was possessed by a sadistic
desire to find his box number and
mail him seven or eight blank
letters just to frustrate him when
he peeks through the little glass
window. Because I didn't have
any mail, I decided to move on.
I wandered over to the Ad
Building. There I saw a freshman
(identiftable by the schedule held
at anns length and going in the
wrong direction) who walked to
the end of the hall, stopped,looked
at his schedule again, looked
around, turned, and came back.
If I've learned anything this
year, it's that you never act lost.
When I'm in that situation, I just

keep walking, always trying to
look like I know where I am. Since
I missed my class because I
couldn't fmd it, I decided to move
on.
I figured it was time to do
laundry. I took my clothes to the
basement and started to load the
washing machine. As I did this, I
watched a girl load the dryer, put
her money in and leave.
I didn't have the heart to tell
her to push the start button. I saw
her come back in an hour to fmd
her clothes in a damp heap right
where she left them. Since the
washing machine had eaten my
clothes, I decided to move on.

I walked over to the cafeteria to
get dinner. With tray in hand, I
scanned the tables with the blank,
hopeless stare one gets when they
can't find their friends. I sat at a
table with some people I assumed
were freshmen. During the course
of dinner, I realized that they were
actually four seniors and three
juniors. They were finished, they
moved on.
It turned out to be a rough day
forme and all freshmen. The moral
of the story is: If you see someone
sitting alone at a table with a blank
hopeless stare, be kind to them
because it's been a long day.
Don't move on.
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campus news briefs
Policy Probed: The University Council recently had a meeting regarding the Racial HarassmentPolicy, where procedure and
implementation were discussed.
According to SU President,
Joseph Cimperman, the policy
wasaccepted. Acommunityopen
hearing is now.needed to determine
how to handle the policy and how
to decide the means by which the
policy will be brought about
According to Cimperman,
Vincent Cooke, SJ., vice president of JCU, who is heading this
project is "moving extremely progressively on this issue. He is
earnestly pursuing a full university
approved procedure."
Budget Accepted: The Ohio
General Assembly completed its
budget last week. After much
controversy, the Ohio Student
Choice Grant program has remained intact, with 95.2% of the
money asked for being recouped.
•'This is no minor feat considezing the fiscal restraints the State
of Ohio is experiencing," said

Kelly.Fitzgibbon Elisar, director
of public relations. "This says a
lot about independent higher
education."
Elisar also stressed that it was
the dedication andhard work of
the administrators and students
which brought this about
"The facts and figures provided
to us by our member institutions
about their campuses and students
paint a real picture of hard work
and success," said Elisar.
Resolution passed: The SU
senate passed a resolution on
Tuesday, Sept 24 which approves
ofaSexRespectCommittee. This
committee, as explained in the
resolution, will "address the need
to educate and prevent the occurrenceofsexualdisrespect,sexism,
rapeandacquaintancerapewithin
the JCU community" as well as
"represent all constituencies
within the JCU community."
This committee is composed
of representatives from the Student
Issues Committee, the SU at large,
the Faculty Senate, the Residence

continued from page 1

Life Office, Resident Assistants,
the Staff Service Committee, as
well as the Director of Residence
Life and the Dean of Students.
Blood Drive: ROTC is sponsoring the annual John Carroll
Blood Drive on Oct 1 and Oct. 2
from 12:30 to 6:30. Students can
walk in at any time.
The residence hall floor which
obtains the highest rate of participation will win a pizza party,
sponsored by JCU housing. This
is being encouraged as a floor
activity.
Bill passed: A bill was passed
by the SU senate at the Sept. 24
meeting, allowing $15,000 to be
spent for Joe Piscopo to come to
the John Carroll campus.
Because the SU didn't go
through
the
Financial
Comrnitteebefore motioning to the
senate, questions were raised about
the constitutionality ofpassing this
bill. The Senate overrode these
objections so Piscopo will be performing at JCU this semester.

lion.
Theextentofhis injuries is still
uncertain, although he is no longer
in critical condition. According
to Dean of Students, Joseph
Farrell, Friday regained consciousness on Saturday. He has a
leg broken in two places and sustained head injuries.
"He's not out of the woods
yet," said Farrell, "but he looks a
lot better."
Friday's parents came to
Cleveland from Pittsburgh as soon
as they found out about the accident.
"The family is doing well and
hanging in there," said Robert Friday, Sean's father. "The college
has been great And so have the
doctors."
Father Schell, Dean Farrell and
Brother Friesen have been to see
Friday every day.
Friday is in a great deal of pain
but has been unable to receive any
pain killers because of the
unpredictability of his head injuries, according to Farrell.
Friday also has partial amnesia,
although he recognizes his par-

.....,.~~d 1.990

Sean Friday
ents and his girlfriend
•• As soon as he realized who I
was, he [Friday) talked a little
about how much work he would
have to do," said Farrell. "He
talked about coming back and
catching up."
Friday is a member of both
Alpha Kappa Psi, which is the
Business fraternity, and the Lacrosse team. Originally from
Pittsburg, Friday now lives in teh
basement of Dolan Hall.
Farrell said that he is happy to
see Friday in pain, considering
what the alternative could have
been.
..He's doing as well as to be
expected," said Farrell.

Local police arrest two
trespassers on campus
by Chris Kazor
News Edi1or
Two local men were recently
arrested for trespaSSing on theJohn
Carroll University campus after
causing disturbances in Murphy
and Dolan Halls.
The men, identified as Matthew
Horwath and William Oberdick,
both 19, were at ftrst given only
warnings for trespassing early in
the morning of Sept 11. The two
had been drinking and were
banging on doors in Dolan Hall
when a female resident alerted
campus security. Security officers arrived soon after and the two
received warnings for trespassing.
Early the next morning, however, the two, again intoxicated,
returned to campus and were seen
attempting to enter Murphy Hall.
Campus security apprehended
them, and they were then turned
over to the University Heights
police department They were
released to parents soon after.
OnSept 18,however,Horwath
returned alone to Murphy. He
walked right past the main office
and was immediately recognized
by the staff. He was again taken
into the custody of the University
Heights police.
DeanofStudentsJosephFarrell

used these incidents to illustrate
the need for students to be more
cautious about whom they let into
the residence halls.
''The security depends so much
upon the students," Farrell said.
"I'm sure the girl who let him in
doesn't even know she did."

Fed Up With Paying High
Checking Fees?
Get Hassle-Free Checking7
Free Checking That's 'lfuly Free
• No monthly service charge • No-fee Green Machin~ ATM transactions
• No minimum balance requirement • No charge for writing checks
All this plus only $50 to open an account, and it's FDIC insured. And for a
limited time, receive 200 personal checks free.
So avoid the hassle and open your TRANSOHIO Hassle-Free Checking
Account today at any branch.
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JCU faculty describe changes in South Africa
Colleran and Macaskilllendfirst-hand experience to discussion
by DeHa Thacker
World View Editor

Although apartheid has not
made recent top-line news due 10
landmark events in E8ste:m Europe
and the Persian Gulf, the racial
climate in South Africa has been
growing more and more accommodating 10 suit Afri.kaaners and

the residents of the outer African
townships.
In an effon 10 educate John
Carroll students of current world
concerns. Dr. VergheseChirayath,
director of the International
Studies Center, with speakers Dr.
Brian Macaslcill and Dr. Jean
Colleran (both JCU English professors) presented a documentary
ftlm on South African conditions.
The ftlm, ..Witness 10 Apartheid" demonstrated what Dr.
Colleran described as the middle
stage of the apartheid movement
in South Africa.
Colleran, who recently visited
Capetown and traveled to
Johannesburg, verified the
horrorific scenarios of black torture depicted in the film. She also
c:ommenled lbalsince the produc-

......-"' pJ. H.wdlok

lion of the movie in 1987, other
social advancements had taken
place in South Africa
The recent lowering of the state
of emergency South Africa has
been a part of since 1985 has
brought about an attitude of
strength and hope amongst the
black citizens of the country, according 10 Colleran.
More and more, blacks have
banded 10gether to work against
oppression in their own homes.
In an organized effort 10 fight

Neighbors confront
apartheid wall
·by David B. Ottaway
~ l99l, The~on Pott

DALPARK. South Africa- White and black residents of two
llQghboring communities got together hereSaturday to confront the
barrius of fear and hatted that still separate this country's apartheid
society.
In this racially charged community 35 miles southeast of
Johannesburg, that barrier is literally a wall
It is six feet higb and three months old. built of concrete, and
stretchesin an L shape fOIJD()n;.dlana milealong the bOrder between
the predominantly white Grenelefe housing devel~pment and
TamboviUe, a former $quallel$' $ettlement now .incorporated intO
the adjacent black township of Wattville.
The lOcal media seem split between calling it the new •'Berlin
WaU," or the old ..Apartheid WaU," but there appears to be agree·
menton one aspect of it: The wall is at total odds with the spirit of
the much-publicized "new South Africa."
But Saturday 300blaeb and ptthaps 100 whites marched beside
the wall, side by sideand sometimes ann in arm, across an open field,
picking up traSh around.a lake they previously hadshared grudgingly
from diffuent .sides, where they had feared and c~ each othet

from a safe disWice.
' ,
Some whites and blacks, particulady youngstexs. beldopposite
eods of big yeDow plastic bags to stuff trash that had collected over
years of neglect in the dusty no man's land betWeen the two
communities. By day's end. lbey ftlled 400 bags.
They began by singing together the whites' national anthem,
''Die Stem 'V8Jl Suid-Afrika (The Voice of South Africa}" and then
the blacks' ..NJcosi Sikeleli Africa (God Bless Africa)." Few whites
had ever sung the song lhallik.ely will become this country's
national anthem before long. Black organizers passed out copies of
the words so the whites tould join in.
..:·

this oppression, boycotts have
forced businesses 10 take notice of
the importance of the black dollar
and to attend to black consumer
needs.
As a result of this new aware-

ness, more and more of the white
Afrikaaners have breached racial
borders in South Africa, supporting the black cause.
Mark "Cheeky" Watson, a
clothing shop owner and one of
the first white coaches of a black
rugby team, participateS in the

boycott and agreed 10 supply the
goods blacks need upon demand.
Once a schoolmate of
Macaskill, Watson has been
reknown for his leadership in offering economic aid 10 the blacks.
Watson is a native of the Orange
Free State in South Africa.
Although many other black
problems are in need of attention,
the black South African spirit
seems 10 be getting stronger, rather
than weaker, according to
Colleran.
Bright examples of this spirit,
the black youth in South Africa
today are of a new breed. according 10 the movie.
The youngsters see that they
will probably die in their crusade
for basic human rights, but they
are not afraid of dying for their
cause.
They have been numbed to the
subject since a young age.
In a more recent method of
rebellion, the South African children have decided 10 make up for
the complacency to which their
parents have surrendered themselves.
This new social breed of chil·

dren have taken on many a political
fight. being arrested in bands of as
many as 800.
Children from the ages ofseven
and up have been killed in school
yards as examples to others who
plan to demonstrate against the
government
"I think apartheid will end, only
when all the children are dead,"
commented an aunt of a ~
month-old child who was killed
with tear gas in a Marmelodi
Township massacre of twelve
citizens.
TrevorTutu, son of Archbishop
Desmond Tutu, has often spoken
on behalf of those youth detained
for their views.
Tutu, as well as his father, has
been jailed on several occasions
becauseof his defense of the youth
and the black South African people
as a whole.
On behalf of all the South African people, Archbishop Tutu
said, "It [apartheid] is not a question of civil rights, it is one of
human rights, the recognition that
all men are made in the image of
God."

Communism in Latin America
suffering from Soviet reforms
by Willic:m R. Long
C l99l.los Angeles Times

Starting with Cuba, where
communism has been the official
ideology since the early 1960s,
here is a sampling of the condition
of Latin American Communists.
Cuba
Soviet aid in the form of huge
trade subsidies was reduced to
nearly zero this year. And if capitalists in the Soviet republics
eliminate barterarrangements with
Cuba, putting all trade on a cash
basis, Cuba would face far worse
shortages of food and fuel than the
Draconian ones it already suffers.
The political impact of dwindling Soviet help will become
clearer when Communist delegates debate Cuba's course at the
Fourth Party Congress Ocl0ber10.
Meanwhile, the sight of huge
anti-Communist demonstrations
in Soviet cities appears to have
strengthened Havana's resolve 10
crack down on the island's dissident movement. which is demanding an end to Castro's oneparty system. Dissident groups,
emboldened by events in the Soviet Union, tried to organize a

demonstration recently. But a progovernment mob chanting: "In
Cuba there can be only one party"
harassed the first dissidents to arrive, and the rally never got under
way.
Nicaragua
The Sandinista National Liberation Front, in its fltSt party
congress a month before the Soviet
coup, took steps toward abandoning its guerrilla past and creating a democratic opposition
party. The delegates dropped references in working documents to
being a Marxist-Leninist party but
rejected a democratic bid within
the party to shake up the selfappointed Sandinista leadership
with an open election.
At the same time, the
Sandinistas decided to continue
calling themselves socialist,
revolutionary and anti-imperialist.
Colombia
The Patriotic Union, a coalitionfonnedin 198410incorporate
pacified guerrillas, has been
dominated by the Colombian
Communist Party, but the alliance
is in trouble. In light of the changes
in the Soviet Union, many Patri-

otic Union leaders have quit the
Communist Party, calling it a last
bastion of Marxist reactionaries.
Oscar Gonzalez Arana, the Patriotic Union's direc10r of international relations, said its differences
with the Communist Party have
become so great that a complete
break between the two is certain.
"The main difference is that
we in the Patriotic Union no longer
believe in the validity of the armed
struggle," said Gonzalez, who
renounced his party membership
four years ago. "1'he same cannot
be said of the Communist Party in
Colombia."
Venezuela
The tiny Venezuelan Communist Party, divided over events in
the Soviet Union, suffered its most
serious blow Aug. 27 when
Chairman Hec10r Mujica resigned
from both his post and the party
itself.
Mujica, who had belonged to
the party for more than four decades, had adopted a reformist line.
He said he was resigning because
some sectors of the party leadershipopposedreform and supported
the attempted coup in the Soviet
Union.
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Ca01bodian cease-fire not stopping cri01e
by William Bronlgln
Cl991. The ~on Pott

PHNOM PENH, CambodiaDespite a cease-rue since May
and major progress toward a
seulement of this country's civil
war, Cambodians continue to be
plagued by ambushes on highways, rocket attacks on refugee
campsandtheever-presentriskof
fmding themselves on the wrong
end of a gun.
The problem th~ days, however, is not warfare between the
Cambodian governmentand three
resistance groups, but increasing
banditry attributed to idle, underpaid - yet still heavily armedsoldiers of all four factions.
Cambodian and foreign relief
officials say the situation is likely
to worsen with the implementation
of a U.N.-sponsored peace plan

aimed at "demobilizing" 70 percentofeachgroup'sarmedforces.
The lawlessness has grown so
serious that the United Nations
Saturday suspended emergency
aid shipmentS from Thailand into
Cambodia, The AsSO< iated Press
reponed from the border.
Convoys of trucks carrying
foodandotheraid to flood victims
and war refugees in Cambodia
had come wtder increasing threat.
U.N. officials said. It was not clear
when the shipments would resume.
Although the war has wowtd
down considerably in recent
months, many of the 175,000
Cambodians displaced inside the
country by the fighting still do not
feel secure enough to return to
their homes. Their fear is largely
due to the risk of bandit attacks, a
U.N. official here said.
"Banditry bas become more of

a security problem than the fighting,.. he said.
The foreign relief community
and the government expect the
problem to grow when thousands
of unskilled and increasingly
undisciplined soldiers are demobilized and, in all likelihood, JOin
the ranks of the wtemployecl
In a recent interview, Foreign
Minister Hor Nam Hong acknowledged that bandit attacks are
a major worry. He added, "We
will be even more worried after
the 70 percent demobilization of
the armed forces."
Western relief workers have
witnessed several attacks by
groups of heavily armed men on
refugee camps along the border
and on displaced persons inside
the country. The assaults have been
aimed at looting huts and stealing
motorbikes, relief sources said.

Aid officials blame the banditry on all four factions, which
they say are losmg control of tens
of thousands of fighters after
having been forced to curtail pay
and food supplies because of cutoffs offoreign military assistance.
Some of the worst offenders,
however, are believed to be members of two non-communist resistance factions and the Phnom Penh
army. The notorious Khmer
Rouge, blamed for the deaths of
more than 1 million people during
its 1975-79 rule, now is considered
the most disciplined of the four
and the force least involved in
banditry.
Although the government denies it, relief officials and diplomats say its troops increasingly
are involved in extortion at roadblocks on main Cambodian highways.

Yugoslav conflict puzzles U.S. policy-makers
by John M. Goshko
c 1991. The Watt-inflon Po.t

WASHINGTON- As Yugoslavia continues its plwtge into
civil war, the United States and its
European allies remain puzzled
about how to deal with a conflict
rooted in hatred between the
country's ethnic factions.
''What we have found out in
Yugoslavia is that if people are
intent on killing each other, we
can't stop them," a senior U.S.
official said Saturday.
"Only a fool would get in the
middle between people shooting
at each other and stand up amid
the bullets yelling 'stop' to those
whowon'tlisten.But,iftheywant
to stop the lrilling, we can show
them the way to do that What
we're trying to do is to keep ~
minding them of that"
State Department spokesman
Richard Boucher tried this approach last week. He delivered a
lengthy statement expressing
"grave concern" at the escalation
of the Yugoslav army' ~ campaign
against the dissident republic of
Croatia and called for a ~fire
as "perhaps the fmal opportunity
for Yugoslavia to turn back from
its tragic course toward civil war."
U.S. officials have made similar appeals repealedly since the
first ominous signs emerged last
spring that the Yugoslav republic
was heading for a breakup and
that Serbia. largest and strongest
of the country's six republics, was
prepared to use force to stop the

ochers from seceding.
But these appeals. and those of
America's allies in Western Europe, have been largely ignored.
Insaead. the seeming detcnni-

nation of Yugoslavs to choose
bJoodsbed ovez negotiation has
made tbeU eotmtry the foremost
example of wbal many foreign
policy experts believe will be the
biggest challenge to stability in
the post-Cold War world of the
1990s: family brawls that in many
countries tbrealen to tear apart
national unity and reshape borders
that have stood for generations.
Washington's policy toward
Yugoslavia has changed since
early this summer, when U.S. officials still believed they could
influence events there.
On June 21. Secretary of State
James A. Baker mended meetings
with Yugoslav leaders in Belgrade
saying: "We came to Yugoslavia
because of our concern about the
dangers of a disintegration of this

country. Instability and breakup
of Yugoslavia, we think, could
have some very tragic consequences, not only bere, but more
broadly, in Europe, as well."
However, Washington quickly
learned that it lacked the power to
force Yugoslav factions 10 maintain their uneasy union.
On July 2, a few days after
Baker's attempt to tell Yugoslav
leaders that they should stay together, State Department spokesman MargaretTutwilerenunciated
what one official privately described as "an attempt to change
policy without admitting it"
Asked whether the United
States would support independence for Croatia and o ther
breakaway republics, Tutwiler
replied, 'Wesupp<Xtwhateverthe

Yugoslav people decide the
Yugoslav people want for themselves." The main U.S. goal, she
insisted, was to help the Yugoslav
people aven more bloodshed and
negotiate arrangements satisfactory tothecountry' sclhnic groups.
Since lhen, the U.S. approach

has been to issue frequent calls for
cease-fire and dialogue aiming at
eventual restructuring of Yugoslavia along the lines of a loose
confederation between large ly
autonomous republics.
But while President Bush has
assened U.S. leadership in advancing"anewworldorder,"U.S.
officials have argued that the main
burden of holding Yugoslavia together should be assumed by the
Europeans, who have the greatest
interest in Yugoslav stability.

Kashmiri separatists escalate
terror campaign against India
by Steve Coli
c

1991, The ~on Potl

KASHMIR,India- K.L. Walchlu, a Conner minister in Kashmir's state government, sits in a farmhouse where she and her husband are being held
hostage. They are under threat of execution by the
Hezbollah (Party of God) guetri.lla group, which is
sedcing an end to Indian rule in this mountain valley.
Wakhlu, a Hindu, inquires about relatives and
pleads f~ help in securing bet release. -rbe situation
in Kashmir is really grave," she said. "My heart
bleeds- really, it bleeds."
The kidnapped Wakhlus are the latest victims of
a radicalized and violent phase in tbe Kashmiri
rebellion againsllndja'sHindu-maj<xity govmuncnt
Shaped by New Ddhi'scootinuing crackdown on
guenillas, and by Pakistan's increasingly open
military aid to Islamic factions in the Kashmiri
resistance, the rebellion has become a polarized

stalemate of bloody skirmishes.
The conflict here bas raised tensions between
longtime foes India and Pakistan. Yet both governments appear determined to sen.le the issue of who
should rule Kashmir by force.
Hezbollah, for example, which has used support
from Pakistan, Iran and pro-Iranian Lebanese Shiites
to become one of the five largest anti-Indian guerrilla
groups operating in Kashmir valley, forswore
kidnappings until this month.
Reports that the group's former top military
commander was tortured while in the custody of
Indian security forces prompted a change of tactics,
the group's leader said.
''They have compelled us 10 do this," said Shahid
Islam, Hezbollah 's commander in chief in Kashmir.
1'he Indians understand the language of guns. They
don't understand anything else. So now we will go to
any extent We won't stop."
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World to
Campus
•The John Carroll French
Club begin its fUm series
Thesday,Oct.l withthefilm
"Cyrano de Bergerac." The
fllm stars Gerard Depardieu.
and it will have English
subtitles. It begms at 7:30
p.m. in the Mackin Room of
the Grasselli Library. There
is a Sl charge for nonmembers.
•Next week's lecture from
the series "Central and Eastem Europe: Euphoria and
Agony" will be entitled: "The
Baltic States: Their EconomicResources,lndustries,
and Links to the Soviet
Ecooany."
Dr. Rimantas Autsmolis.
who is the assistant vice
president for the Interoa-

tional .Department of Bank
One and a member of the

board of directors of the
Celeveland World Trade
Association will speak
Wednesday. Oct 2 at 7:30
p.m. in the Jardine Room.

.,_•On....or...._....,.
Thursday. Oct i~ the

modem .languages and eulllnS wW sponsor a careef
fair. The fair will be from
3:30to5;30p.m. intheNew
C_onference Room of the
Student Activities Center.
Representatives from numerous areas - including
law. business, education and
~mia - will aueod to
infotm students about career
opponunities in their fields.
General Electric. Shaker
Heights School District,
Berlitz. and the CUyahoga
Probate Court are just some
of the employers attending

lbe faif.
Successful John Carroll
University language graduates willabeod to giveadvice
to students.
ICU's Assistant to the

Dean for Study Abroad Jim

R~"Director of the Centu

forJnttmalional StudiesDr.
Vergbese Cbirayadl. and all
of1hc JCU language faculty
will also atleod ., answet
queaions.
,
""'-~
:t~~
~t . . ~
&
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Mellen Series gives students chance to talkwith CEO's
by Patrick Scullin, Campus Life Ecfrtor
This afternoon the MeUen Chair in the fmance department is sponsoring a lecture by Robert W. Gillespie, the
chief executive officer of Society Corporation.
Gillespie has been CEO of Society Corporation since
1987 and was elected chairman of the board of the corporation and Society National Bank in 1988. He has also been
president of the Bank since 1985.
Gillespie has been with Society since 1968. His degrees
include an economics undergraduate degree from Ohio
Wesleyan and an MBA from Case Western Reserve University. He is also a graduate of the AMP program at the
Harvard Business School.
GillespiehasservedasChainnanoftheGreaterClevland
Roundtable and as a trustee of Case, Wesleyan, University
Hospitals of Oeveland and the Musical Arts Association
of Cleveland.
Society is one of the largest commercial banks in the
United States with more than 350 banking offices throughout Oh1o, Michigan, Indiana and Florida.
Through itS afft.liates Society deals in commercial,

consumer, and mortgage banking. It also provides leasing,
trust and investment services
Society had assetS of $15.4 billion and shareholders
equity of over Sl.O billion as of March 1991. Approximately 37 percent of itS 32 million shares are held by
institutional investors. Society's stock is traded asSOCI on
the NASDAQ National Market System.
Previous Mellen Series lecturers include Jack Breen,
CEO, Sherwin-Wilhams,PauJ G. Schoelmer, CEO ParkerHannafin Corporation and John Cunn, CEO, Bearings Inc.
The series was established by the Edward J. and Louise
E. Mellen Foundation, which also founded the Mellen
Chair in Finance at John Carroll.
The lecture follows a fonnat of a fonnal presentation
and then a question and answer period. This is followed by

a reception for about an hour. The presentations offer a rare
chance for directing questions at corporate decision makers about their busmess and mangerial strategies.
"The John Carroll studentS can talk to people who head
these companies on a one-to-one basis," said Raj Aggarwal,
the Mellen Chair in Finance. He also commented that on
the opposite side "it gives the CEO's a chance to interact
with the studentS" and fmd out more about them.
This lecture is one in a series sponsored by the Mellen
Chair. This Mellen Series invites CEO's from different
publicly traded Ohio companies to discuss current and
financial developmentS in their companies.
The lectures are open to all and are free of charge. AJI
interested persons are invited to attend but must let the
fmance department know if they plan to attend.

Correc tion . . .
OnSept 12,theCN mistakinglyreportedthatDr.Martha
Pereszlenyi Pinter was a lawyer and served on a United
Nations Program. Pinter did however just join the French
section of the classical and modem languages department,
after spending throe months in Hungary in 1990 co-chairing
a Fulbright commission there.
Dr. Maria Szonert-Binienda, who was scheduled to
speaJc on Sept 18, fonnerly of Jones, Day, Reaves and
Pogue, served as an advisor to the Ministry of Finance
under a United Nations Development Program and has just
returned from Poland.
The CN regretS itS error. The lecture series is still in
progress and all are encouraged to attend the remaining
lectures. Hand outS are being provided at all of the lectures
to "assist the audience to orient itself geographically,
demographically, and,to a cenain degree, economically,"
said Heidi Slllll, professor of German studies.

question of the week :

What do you think your John
Carroll diploma will get you?"

PIZZA SUBS
$1.99~1·1~wikliJ

- '/ll1j 'Mf,-

Marc McNulty

Monica Coreman
Junior

Senior
"A bu nch of unwanted
Alumni FUnd Raising
mall."

"A hundred dollar debt."

JuUeTweed

Senior
"Something to fill up wall
space."

"A $60,000 piece

paper."

of

'What diploma?"

John Reichart
Junior
''A handshake from Fr.
Lavelle."
Jllo'*'eii)'Mibs-
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Schell to celebrate sixty years as a Jesuit
by Pat Scullin
Campus Ufe Ecfrtor
On Saturday, Oct. 12, 1991,
Rev Joseph Schell, SJ. will celebrate his Diamond Jubilee. This
Jubilee will celebrate Schell's 60
years as a member of the Society
of Jesus.
Schell was born in Jackson,
Michigan and grew up on
Cleveland's west side. He graduated from Lakewood High School

in 1931 and entered the Jesuit a"der that same year. Schell was
ordained in 1944 in Indiana.
ScheU received his bachelor's
and master's degrees from Loyola
University in Chicago and has
done advance studies at West
Baden College and the University
of Toronto.
ScheU's teaching experience
includes Greek, Latin, Philosophy and English.
He taught at St Ignatius High
The Student Health Service
hours for the 1991-92schoolyear
are Monday through Friday from
9 am. to 8 p.m. and Saturday and
Sunday from 1 p.m. to 5 p.m. The
doctor's hours are Monday through
Friday from 9:30 a.m. to 10:30
am. The Student Health Services
are located in the basement of
Murphy Hall

The Women's Issues Group
its fust meeting of the year
Sunday,Sept.22. Thegroup
tentatively started last year
a senior a week before she
gra.Juateo, obviously hoping to
some changes in the JCU
unity in the future. Allenwas poor; many of the
lmPim N>,~whowereatlast year's
did not return. Right
the group is open to any
ideas, as its objectives are
sketchy.
The group hopes to deal with
such as rape and discrimination. There is talk of perhaps
up some type of child
facility for students who
children. Right now there
no one officially in charge, so
who is interested still has
chance to become very inThe next meeting is Sunday,
29 at 7 p.m. and all men
women are welcome. Folthe meeting the movie
and Louise" is being
in Kulas Auditorium.

The CN
wants you to
keep us
informed.
Let us know If yo have
an event or an
oonouncement that you
want In the Campus
Notebook.
Call 397-4479 or drop a
note ott at the office
marked
·campus Notebook"
Attn: Pat.

Tickets for the Cleveland
Browns game on Oct. 27 are sold
out The event is sponsored by the
sophomore class.

School in Oticago joining John
Carroll University's faculty in
1947.
From 1967 - 70, Schell was
president of the school. During
this three year time he initiated
many changes. It was under his
administration that women were
admitted to JCU. Following this
three year term he began the Campus Ministry program which he
still works with today.
The homilist for the celebra-

Rev Joseph Schell, S.J.
celebrates 60 years as a Jesuit
next month.

The Student Union
Movie Series

Sept. 29 - Mass of the Holy
Spirit at 2:30 p.m. in Gesu
Church.
Sept. 29 - University Open
House sponsored by the Office
of Admission for the perspective student from 11 a.m. to 2
p.m.

presents

Sept. 30- International Studies
Documentary Series will
present the topic "Global Assembly Line" in the Mackin
Room from 3:30p.m. to 5 p.m.

Friday and Sunday,
September 27 & 29

Happenings Sept. 26 - Oct. 3
Sept. 26 - Robert W. Gillespie,
chief executive officer of Society
Corporation, will discuss Society
Bank's current and expected financialdevelopmentsatJCU. The
discussion will take place at 5
p.m. in the New Conference
Room.
Sept.26 & 27 -Homecoming Bids
available. The cost is 40 with
SuperSaver and $55 without
Sept. 27 - Senior and Faculty
Happy Hour in the Wolf n Pot
from 3 p.m. to 5 p.m. The cost for
students is $1 and faculty admittance is free. I.D. is required.
Sept. 27 & 29 - The movie
"Thelma and Louise" will be
shown at 8 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium. The movie cost is free with
the Discount Card and $2 without.

Sept. 30 - Last day for undergraduates to me applications
for May 1992 degrees (College
of Arts and Sciences) and May
and August 1992 (School of
Business).

at

8 p.m. in Kulas Auditorium
Admission:
Free with Discount Card;
$2 without.
"Thelma and Louise is a knockout!"
Jeff Craig, US Magazine

Oct. 1 & 2 - ROTC Blood
Drive.
Oct. 2 - Sears Award Ceremony in the SAC conference
room at 5: 15 p.m. It is in this
ceremony that Dr. Harry Nash
will recieve the Sears Award
for Teaching Excellence and
Campus Leadership.

Oct. 3 - Accounting Career
Night at 7:15 p.m.
This infonnation was compiled
by Carolyn Sennett, Asst.
Campus Life Editor

tion will be Rev. Henry F.
Birkenhauer, SJ. Birkenhauer
was Schells successor as the 19th
president of the University.
"I am grateful for the many
years I have been at Carroll. It is
a wonderful place to live and
work," Schell told The Carroll
News. ~It has been a joy to see the
growth of the University. I hope
to have had a part in that growth.
It has been a privilege to know and
work with so many Carroll students."

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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Common cold carries through campus
by Erin Guir1inger
Assistant Features Editor
It has been driving JCU students crazy. One day it's cut-offs
and a tee-shirt and the next could
be long pants, a sweatshlrt, and a
jacket
Since school began, the weather
has been hot, then warm, then
gone to cold, back to hot and to
cool again. Mother Nature bas
even managed to throw ina couple
of rainy days in between.
Who's prepared for this? For
those students who decided they
would wait until Fall Break to
bring their Autumn attire, they've
had to double long-sleeved shirts
and shiver and bear it
For those who only brought
Fall clothes, those hot days have
made them sweat and bear iL
However, the weather bas not

just been irritating when it comes
to finding clothes in the morning.
It's been screwing up everyone's
immune system.
A change in weather means
adjustment for our bodies. This
usually brings a lot of a of stuffed
up noses, sore throats, and headaches.
After that most people become
usedtothetemperatureshlft But
with the weather changing so
quicldy like it is, as soon as one
adjusts to one temperature, it's
time to readjust because of a new
one.
So, lately students have been
grabbing more tissues and making
more trips to the Health Center for
Sudafed and Tylenol.. One thing
they won't get there is an
antibiotic.prRobert Herman
M.D.,who works at the Health
Service from 9:30-10:30a.m.
weekdays, reminds students that,

''There is no cure for the common
cold, so antibiotics won't help. It
is up to one's own immune system
to feel !Jetter."
A .>Od handful of students
down every dorm hallway complain of being sick.
The weather is a major factor
of the cause for these colds, but
living with another person sure
doesn't reduce the spread of the
common virus either.
There is little one can do to
prevent this. Someone will cough
in class and that genn floats in the
air so a healthy student can pick it
up and give it to their neighbor.
It's a cycle.
Healthy or not, if one isn't getting enough sleep, they are also
moresusceptibletocatchingcolds.
Being tired and run down will
make people more prone to infection. Mrs. Rose McHale R.N.
from the Health Centersays,"More

Study In

Emphasis in Uberal Arts, International Business,

London,
England

and Criminal Justice

common sense is needed to stay
healthy. At least eight hours of
sleep at night, three well-balanced
meals, and washing hands more
often to disregard germs."
Doctors and scientists have
managed to make and discover
many wonderfulthlngs. They can
send people to the moon or make
people look twenty years younger
with plastic surgery, but they have
yet to find the cure for the common cold.
Not to despair though because
there are many things one can and
should do to have a speedy recovery.
First and most importantly is
to get plenty of rest. This will help
in regaining strength to fight the
cold.
It is also important to take in
fluids like juices and soups. And
the best cold tablet suggested by
the Health Center is Sudafed. It

doesn't have an antihistamine that
will make you sleepy and groggy
like most other cold medicines on
the shelf.
Yes, grandma and mom's advice of plenty of rest and lots of
fluids still holds true.
Even though it is such common knowledge using this advice
is essential to feeling better. And
the last thing anyone needs is to be
so run down that they are susceptible to mononucleosis.
So, whether (pardon the pun!)
s Mother Nature's fault or not it is
the common cold is floating around
and the best thing to do is deal
with it now, rather than letting it
get worse and falling behlnd in
school work and activities.
Yes, the last person on campus will get well and then snowy
wet weather will blow in to help
spread another virus. Using this
advice and common sense, the
wave ofcolds might pass right by.

Light shines on behavior

mood each winter.
Winter depression is experiStaff Reporter
enced due to the decrease in light.
The mind as well as the body is
AI courses approved by Unlversly of Wasconsin-Piatteville
New research has been con- effected.
and validated on an official UW-P transcript
"For over 10 million
ducted thathasshowna significant
linkage between light and human American's, the short, dark days
$4,200 per semester for WISCOnSin and Minnesota residents behavior. Researchers who study of winter add up to a long night$4,550 per semester for non-residents
weather and human behavior have mare. Their annual late fall to
discovered a connection between spring immersion a black pit of
eo.t. Include
Tuition Melt...
mood, energy, seasonal depres- Il).elancholy is aggrevated by dif(iculties with appetite, sleeps,
Home-.tay accommodatione with rnea1a
sion, and fertility.
Fieldtrlpe
The study of the Alaskan eli- energy level,libido and cognition.
All financial aid appiiM
mate aided to further the knowl- Their minds don't work well and
For further Information contact
Study Abroad Programe
edge in the effects light has on neither do their bodies."
Researchers do not know ex308 Wamef Hall
behavior. Alaska has the longest
University of W1800naln-Piattevllle
and the shortest days. Alaskans actly how the brain translates light
1 University Plaza
·
fri 'd ·
11 into patterns of behavior. HowPlatteville, Wisconsin 5381 8-3099
expenence &I wmters as we
ever, significant studies concern~~~
asspec~*~~
ing the neural terminal that speeds
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • Fredrick Cook, an American
naval officier was the first scien- the light information to the pineal
tist to study the way people react gland has aided in the underCLEVELAND REGION
to the extreme differences in the standing.
Alaskan climate.
The pineal gland produces a
Women's American ORT
At one point, Cook's vessel hormone called melatonin in the
was trapped in ice and his sailors presence of certain light condiPICCADILLY/CONSIGNMENT PORT
saw no sun for 68 days. Cook tions. Melatonin is linked to
Resale Shop
wrote
that
the
men sleepiness. Tile discovery that
ANYTHING AND EVERYTHING
"gradually ...became affected, melatonin levels rise in the winter
Women•s Clothes/Household Items/Furniture
body and soul, in languor... the and fall in the spring in animals
root cause of these disasters was sparks the interest of researcher.
Bric-A-Brac/Jewelry/Etc.
the lack of sun."
This they speculate may also be
Cook noted that when the sail- the case for humans as well.
12401 Larchemere
ors were exposed to artificial light
As the days become shorter
229-7222
their good spirits returned.
and the nights longer it is a good
Scientist today have now de- idea to be aware of the possible
termined
that Seasonal Effective affect light can gave on the
$5 Off With Any Purchase $50
Disorder, or SAD may seriously physical and emotional well being
or more with this ad!!
affect 10% of the people that live of an individual. If you feel as if
OFFER GOOD THUR 10/31/91
in the northern latitudes.
you are being hltwiththe pre~winEven more recent studies have ter season blues and yo sense the
10:30-4:30
shown that 50% of the population settling in of the darlcness blah's,
of northern cities such as Boston, add more lights to your environTuesday - Saturday
New York and Chicago have ment or seek sunshine to brighten
CLOSED SUNDAY & MONDAY
evident changes in the energy, your day as well as your spirits.
Mainstream classes with British students,
plus specially designed courses just for American Students

Kristy Anderson
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From
comedy
to
drama,
Goldie
finds
a
niche
bY carte
A.

Staff Writer
After six years of marriage,
AdrienneSaundels(GoldieHawn)
thinks she has it alL. a successful
art career, a beautiful dau&btet
and a loving husband.
But when her husband dies and
she tries to collect her survivors'
benefits from the social security
office, she finds that she has
been .. Deceived.
Adrienne discovers a series of
shocking truths about her husband
and evidence that threatens her
own life.
Deceived is the basic suspense/
mysteryfilminwbichtheaudience
can join the fun by guessing what
is going to happen next and by
yelling at the heroine to take off

her high-heeled shoes when nmning from her potential killer.
Thefarsthourorsoisdedicated
to showing the audience
Adrienne's perfect yuppie life.
She has a beautiful borne, a
great job, a happy marriage and
sbeeven throws wonderful parties
where her guests drink wine and
discuss business.
"I'm so lucky," says Adrienne
while snuggling with her hubby.
While the beginning of Deceivedis slow moving, the unique
photography by Jack Green adds a
little spice to the bland fJISt half.
The overhead shots give the audience a new look at everyday
actions and positions.
Green made his debut as direc-

torofpbotographyonHeartbreak

Ridge and

has won the
Cinematechnique Award for his
work on Bird.
Itisnotuntillaterinthemovie
that the story starts moving and
the audience wakes up.
For the most part, Deceived's
second half is predictable, yet
exciting thanks to a tense chase
scene through the maze of a halfremodeled apartment basement
However, most of the fun lies
in trying to guess what is going to
happen next.
Deceived does not break any
new cinematic ground, but it does
have its intense moments that
eventually culminate with the
audience jumping a few inches
out of their seats.
Known mostly for her comic

roles, Goldie Hawn makes a variety of roles such as the skeptismooth transition to drama and is cal Dr. Kaufman in Awakenings
surprisingly believable in De- and as the father who forgets his
ceived. However, after a long son in the box office hit Ho~
string of box office bombs such as Alone.
Bird on a Wire, Wildcats and
In all honesty, Deceived is
Overboard, Hawn has still not definitely a film to rent and could
chosen or been cast in a fllm that be skipped 81 the box office.
will do tohercareerwhatPrivate
However, if one's heart is set
Benjamin did.
on seeing a suspense ftlled movie,
John Heard plays a wonder- Deceivedcould be worth the price.
fully demented and deceiving
Goldie Hawn looks beu.erthan
husband.
she has in years, and the supportHis all-American good looks ing cast gives her somewhat of a
makes the audience want to trust base from which to work.
him, but as soon as he flashes his
Maybe, just maybe, Hawn has
glare, the audience can imagine found another niche. Private
the warped thoughts running Benjama.n it'snot,butthen again,
through his mind.
it's not supposed to be.
Heard has proven his versatilityasanactorbyacceptingawide

Rush's Roll the Bones is no gamble
ist/ keyboardist/ vocalist Geddy
by Mike Holkovich
Lee, guitarist Alex Lifeson and
Asst. Entertainment Editor
drummer Neil Peart.
In the past, Rush has been
Lifeson 's guitar work stands
mistaken as a heavy metal band. out throughout Roll The Bones,
But over the past decade, their most notably on "Dreamline," the
gradual addition of keyboards, instrumental "Where' s My
especially over the past decade, Thing?," "Face Up" and "Ghost
has moved them away from the of A Chance."
metal scene to a more
"Where's My Thing," Rush's
unclassifyable sound.
most recent instrumental since
Their extensive use on 1982's "YYZ" from 1980's highly sucSignals album, 1984's Grace cessful Moving Pictures, was a
Under Pressure and 1985's pleasurable surprise.
Power Windows was originally
The instrumental fearured a fast
questioned
and spunky melody mostly carried
Recently, Rush hasn't used by Lifeson's rough-sounding
keyboards as extensively and guitar. As one of Roll The Bones'
moved more to a rock sound.
many highlights, ''Where's My
Roll The Bones, Rush's latest Thing" is certain to make a strong
release, is a nice mix of both their live number.
rock and keyboard oriented styles.
"Dreamline," Roll The Bones'
It clearly represents the skilled first track and the fJISt single to
and efficent musicianshipofbass- receive airplay, demonstrates a

highly upbeat combination ofguitar and bass guitar. Geddy Lee
added a well-placed keyboard
melody which adds some spunk to
the song.
"Ghost of A Chance" is carried
by a solid but simplP .ifeson guitar riff, which builds appropriately
asthesongprogresses, while ..Face
Up" sticks to a more basic rockand-roll guitar sound.
Theband'sversatileGeddyLee
also gets a chance to prove his
talents. He deliveres his distinctive vocals best in the intense
"Neurotica," the energetic "The
Big Wheel" and the clam "Bravado."
Lee expresses his bass playing
talents also, but blended them more
into the overall sound compared
to his soloing in the past
"The Big Wheel" is another
single from the album which has

Hispanic art exhibit in final days at
JCU's Mitzie Verne gallery

------------------by Chris Reed
Entertainment Writer
The Hispanic Art show from
the Mitzie Verne Gallery presented by the Multicultural Affairs Deparunent is in its final

This exhibit features folk art
from 1500tothel970stakenfrom
such countries as Mexico, Spain,
Brazil, Guatemala and New
Mexico. Excepting various folk
masks, all artifacts were collected
by Mrs. Verne,thegallery'spresi-

Pboc.o """"""Y ol MCo Vcrm Oollcoy

Weaving by anonymous rolk ar~t circa.1956

dent, and her husband, Daniel.
Works include Manuel
Jimenezes "Man Wearing Vest",
and Jacob Heller's "Cabeza
Maya."
Also on display are photos of
the Yucatan Peninsula taken by
Mitzie Verne. The earliest piece
currently exhibited is the "Zuputec
Sculpture." I tis from Monte Alban
(500-1<XX) B.C.), Oaxaca, Mexico.
Several Brazilan artifacts are
also being displayed.
Gallery vice-president Michael
Verne remarked that "this is
mainly an educational exhibit designed to be fun for kids. The
library has helped pick out interesting books on Hispanic folk art
to provide background."
*This exhibit'Will be displayed
through Saturday, September 28
in the Grasselli Library gallery.

Rush's new a lbum, Roll the Bones
received a fair amount of airplay,
and is somewhat more upbeat (but
not commercial) than the typical

Rush song. Lee demonstrated an
abundance of dynamics in his vocals, which helped them stand out
more than usual.
Drummer Neil Peart's services
were also somewhat restrained on
RollTheBones. However,hestill
continued to pound rhythms many
other drummers could only dream
of performing.
For the most part, he used his
acoustic drums this time, reserving the electronic percussion for
the appropriate times.
With the release of Roll The
Bones, Rush will maintain their
dependable position in the music
world.

Tonight

- - y ot IWh

Their upcoming world toW' will
probably add more to the album's
future success and further anchor
their distinctiveness.
In anticipation of their upcoming tour, Rush's Presto show
which occurred during 1989 and
1990, encompassed the globe and
fearured two stop in the Cleveland
area, one at the Richfield Coliseum and the other at Blossom
Music Center in Cuyahoga Falls.
The shows featured an elaborate stage design with state-ofthe-art lighting, lasers and a video
screen.
So whether you're a die hard
Rush fan or just a music lover,
Roll the Bones can provide hours
of listening pleasure.

10 pm- 2 am

The Eddies
Catch Monday Night Football on our

HUGE 8 ft. TV SCREEN
and enjoy FREE subs from Subway
\lon.·Sat. ~:00 p.m.- 2:~0 a.m.
Sun. I :00 p.m. - 2:~0 a.m.
Parking in rl'ar

\·lastnrard &
Visa
ALTl'ptcd
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Cafeteria worker enjoys her job and students

Editor's Note: This is the first
ofa new series profiling cafeteria, maintenance, andotherJCU
employees.
by Stephanie Slanina

Everyday John Carroll students
file into the cafeteria. hand over
their I.D. cards andcontinueon to
get their food. In their quest for an
empty table, students do not often
appreciate the people who make
their meals possible.
Every
morning
Julia
Hutchinson greets students as they

walk in for breakfast This is her
22nd year atJCU.
"I like the students,"said Julia.
There are some pranksters, but on
the whole they are very nice."
There are many different facets to Julia For example, not only
does she speak English, but she
can also read, write and speak
Spanish.
''I carne from Panama 34 years
ago," she stated.
Julia is not sure if she lilces the
UnitedStatesbetterthanPanama
"I don't want to go back and
live there [Panama) permanently,
but I hope to go back this June to
visit my brothers."
She also has a sister, brother,
nieces and nephews on Long Island in New York.
"New York City reminds me
of Panama-especially the driv-

Julia Hutchinson

ing," she said laughingly.
In the cafeteriaJulia is in charge
of the menu boards and running
the I.D.'s through the computer.
She was a baker for 19 years, but
due to unforseen circumstances
she had to stop that part of her job.
She has been working at her

present job for three years.
''The summers off are my favorite part of the job," Julia confided with a smile.
According to Julia, many funny
things happen in the cafeteria.
"One day when I was a baker,
me and another baker were male-

ing rolls," said Julia. "He threw
the dough up and it got stuck on
the ceiling!"
Julia also said that some students give her their bank card to
run through the computer instead
of their I.D.
"I always ask them if they're
going to give me some of their
money," said Julia.
Outside work Julia enjoys
bingo.
"Iamabingo fanatic"shesaid.
She also enjoys baking for fun.
"We always make fruitcake for
Christmas," said Julia. ''It is a tradition in Panama."
Right now Julia is content with
her life. She enjoys her job and
her son and four grandchildren
who live in the Cleveland area
"My main goal for the future is
to get rich," said Julia with a smile.

Extraordinary student thrives on experience
by Meghan Gourtey
Stoff Reporter

It is definitely not an ordinary dorm room, and he is
definitely not an ordinary student. The lighting is dim and
the air is cool. He stands with a welcoming, outstretched
hand. Muffled classical music climbs the walls and falls
from the ceiling. It is comforting and inviting. What most
students would perceive as a museum, Keith Kancar calls
borne.
As a junior originally from Buffalo, New York, Kancar
is presently majoring in Political Science, concentrating in
public administration, and minoring in Humanities.
Kancar describes himself as independent because he
loves being away from home and on his own. He fmds
Cleveland to be a city with so much to offer, yet expresses
that most people do not really know about it.
What makes this young man so intriguing is his vast
variety of interests and hobbies.
Kancarmakes quite an impression in high school through
his volunteer work and eagerness to help those in need.
One program he takes pride in is the Salvation Army
Christmas Sponsorship Program. In getting donations of
food. clothing and other domestic items, Kancar was
litecally "Santa Qaus" for two needy families during the
Christmas season. He iU.d no contact with the family, and
was told only the sex, age, and clothes size of each.
Once a week Kancar would donate his time to the
Buffalo Zoo. He was actually an aid to other volunteers, but
described the work as a "hands- on experience." He would
learn about various small animals in a cWsroom and then
prepare a short presentation for visiting children.
As a freshman at John Carroll University, Kancar was
elected a class senator. He felt he could do more for his
fellow classmates by joining various committees. of interest mther than as a class representative. Therefore, he
opted not to run a second time. He is very involved in the
Political Science Club as a board member, and is presently
preparing for their booth at Homecoming. Kancar also
holds a job in the Political Science Department
"I would like to get more involved on campus, but my
studies come first. and right now that's all I have time for,"
said Kaocar.
To commend Kancar for his community involvement.
be received the Ame~sm Award for community ser-

vice and earned the Medal of Freedom for volunteerism.
The latter won him a trip to Washington, D.C. and that was
when the world opened up to him. He was eager to return
and discover more.
This past summer, Kancar was accepted for several
internships and he eventually chose to work for the Department of1us lice at the United States Attorneys office for
the eastern district ofVirginia. He based his decision on his
interest in law and felt talc:ing this route would "get his feet
wet and confirm his decision."
He was placed with attorney Henry Hudson and worked
with four other students in a town set in the 1700's known

One such case that he was forbidden to give much
detail, involved helping an attorney go through medical
records for a scandalous trial.
Other jobs would include creating outlines, conputer
work, visiting judges chambers and attending trials, collecting evidence, and geuing subpoenas signed.
Just last week, Kancarreceived word ofa job he applied
for at the Cleveland United States Attorneys office. He
hopefully will beginning work in late October after being
evaluated and cleared of the law library.
Short term plans? Kancar is planning a trip to Paris over
spring break to relax and experience a new culture. Not
knowing a second language, Kancar feels he will be inhibited
but hopes to find a program that will enable him to study
abroad. Next summer, he is planning work at an Embassy
in Washington.
As far as long term plans in terms of career, Kancar has
many options. A lecture by Marianne Salcetti of the John
Carroll Communications department drew his attention to
journalism as a possibility following graduation. He regards Salcetti' s journalism class as "one of the best courses
I've ever taken."
Kancar's ultimate goal is to attend law school some day.
Interested inenvironmentallaw, Kancarwould like to open
his own practice and help as many people as he can.
''I'm looking for a twist," said Kancar, "not just a law
degree."
If he holds off on graduate school and law school, he
as Olde Town, located just outside ofWashington, D.C. He will take a few years off, as advised by several attorneys.
"I love Manhattan and would lilce to spend some time
drove Hudson to meetings and became his aid.
''Though all I really did was drive him around, we talked there and just experience life," said Kancar.
a lot Hudson got real personal with me and I never stopped
Experience is what Kancar thrives on.
asking questions," said Kancar.
"You can sit all you want in a classroom, but until you
He recalls a time when he had to drive Hudson to the60 get out there and experience it for yourself, you haven't
learned a thing," said Kancar. "Rather than saying someMinwes studio to meet with Mike Wallace.
Kancar found the city of Washington to be intriuging. day 'I wish I would've done this or that,' I just do it"
"The people there are very career-oriented," saidKancar.
Books are stacked all along the shelves against the
But he would choose not to live there.
walls. A candle burns in the comer of the room next to the
"All of the people are there for one reason: to work. And crates of numberless CD's as Kancar points out one of
several valuable poessions he is proud to speak of: a salt
everyone is thrown together because of that"
Of the two main divisions of the offiCe he worked in, water fish tank. Though no fish contained, it is a fascinatcivil and criminal, Kancarprimarily worked in the criminal ing object
Exiting the room is like walking out of a dream. The
division. He became a support for the secrataries, and was
put in charge of the docket run to the federal court house. neon lights hit like rain drops against a windowpane.
"I would sometimes make 10,000 copies a day of
It was definitely not an ordinary room and Keith Kancar
documents from confidential, importantcases," said Kancar. is defmitely not an ordinary student.
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Library grows under director's lead
by Chris Reed
Staff Reporter

John Piety, GrasseIIi Library director, has led a colorful
life and continues to inject this dynamism into his job.
Piety has a diverse background. He was born in 1938 in
Peoria, lllinois and grew up there and in Mexico City due
to his father's work.
His father was a radio station director and later an
electronics engineer. In the late 1940's and early 1950's
the American and Mexican governments were trying to
prevent cattle with hoof-and-mouth disease from entering
the U.S. using 17 government radio stations, which his
father helped maintain.
"Every so often dad's work would take him to various
places in Mexico so he'd take me and the rest of the family
along," said Piety.
Piety's education and career also tOOk some interesting
turns. He graduated from the University of Arizona in
1960 with a degree in anthropology and a minor in languages, such as Spanish, ,French and Portuguese.
"I wanted to be able to speak all the languages being
spoken in the States," said Piety.
He was in the army for three years after college and then
returned to receive his master in library science at the
University of Oklahoma. He worked at the Palace Theatre
in Peoria, but has spent 25 years working at various types
of libraries. including academic and corporate. Piety even
helped to construct some libraries in Texas and Washington.
Along the way, he's lived in such countries as Germany

Mr. John Piety
and England and at last count has lived in 17 states.
Piety has five children by his first wife who live in
different states. He and his second wife, Jean, live within
walking distance of John Carroll.
In June, 1980, Piety assumed the Grasselli director's
chair. He was hired after agreeing to meet three requirements the library board quizzed him on: a larger library
budget, an addition, and library automation.
He was able to increase the $480,000 yearly budget to
$1.5 million, oversaw the addition , and attempted automation in 1982, 1985 and finally met succeeded in 1989.
He also managed to decrease the time it takes to obtain
material using Interlibrary Loan from six weeks to six
days. Piety increased the number of reference librarians to
help students, now providing a 1:4 ratio.
In comparison to when he started, GrasseUi "is 100%

better and it [the library] has improved; but it's very
cramped-for students, books and periodicals," said Piety.
"I like John Carroll. It offers challenges which I've been
able to meeL"
Above all, he wants to provide easy access to information desired. Piety admitted that "one measure of a library
is how welt it serves its users."
His desire to bring data to people has prompted Piety to
initiate sevecal recent technological changes. Now students and faculty can access library information from oncampus VAX computers such as in the Science and Administration buildings. Now on the lnfotrac system one can
'immediately identify those [periodical) records with annotations."
Currently all books acquired since 1980 are on the
computeccardcatalogs, but by Christmas 1991 all the pre1980 books obtained will also be filed. Grassellt stocks
over 1,600 periodical titles, over 400 titles in microfllm
cartridges and 1,400 book titles.
Piety has sevecal goals for the library.
"I want to make this the best library possible and I've
come close to achieving that," said Piety.
He also wants "more electronics, work stations and
computers, all for users."
Piety admitted that student users have to be trained to
use the facilities in the library. He claims that locating data
is important and that if people cannot find information at
GrasseUi, they should seek help form a librarian.
"Planning for the [library] addition and obtaining electronic equipment win keep me busy," said Piety.

Exchange student adjusts to JCU campus life
always Wlderstand the students in

by Lori Milota
Everyonecanattesttothestress
of a new school year. There are
different classes, people, and
situations to adjust to, along with
a new environment
Add to this the shock of a
strange country whose language,
culture and customs are equally
foreign. Sound stressful? It can
be if you are a foreign exchange
student like Muriel Martin.
French native Martin, 23, is an
exchange student at John Carroll
this semester. Her home in Paris
is a short walk from historical
landmarlcssuchastheEiffetTower
and Champs Elysees.
The view is quite different from
her room in East Hall! She is
majoring in marketing as wen as
taking English classes to improve
her grammar. But Martin's main
goal is to experience America.
Studying in the United States
is particularly useful for Martin
because she wants to geta different
perspective of other cultures in
order to enrich her management
and marketing skills.
"European culture is not the
same as American culture," said
Martin.
She wants to "see other points
of view" to make her education
more complete.
In France, Martin earned a
three-year degree studying Eco-

Muriel Martin .,.,... tor Millo s-o
nomics and Law. Afterwards, she
spent two years at a business school
which has an exchange program
with John Carron. Students come
here for one semester or longer,
then must work on an internship
for a minimum of three months,
preferably six.
While here, Martin wants to
make a study on the American
market in order to learn about
importing products here. She is
working on a typing machine that
exists only in France.
Martin would like to print personalcards,such asbusinesscards,
for people, mainly students. This
machine, which will operate
somewhat like a bank machine,
producing the cards instantly.
English is not usually a barrier
for Martin. She began to team it
when she was 11 years old, which
is typical in French schools. Martin
laughs and admits that she can not

her classes because they are half
asleep and"they mumble."
However, her professors are
more coherent Her fluency in
French is greatly appreciated by
the two freshmen she tutors, and
also by friends who need help
with their French homework.
Likewise, these friends help
Martin with her English homework.
The availability and emphasis
on sports is what noticeably differentiates John Carroll from

schools in France, according to
Martin. Another significant difference is the students drinking
habits.
"People just enjoy drinking
beer," said Martin. "In France
there are other things to do with
friends."
French students place more
emphasis on quality time with
their friends. They see movies,
listen to music and dine in large
groups.
Despite the differences, Martin is fmding her stay here to be

very rewarding and benefteiaJ.
This semester in University
Heights is Martin's first glimpse
of America and she likes what she
sees.
"It's very different!" Martin
began. "People are more open
here. In France, when you don't
know people, you don't say 'hi',"
said Martin.
Martin already has many
friends here. They are willing to
show her the John Carroll social
scene and to show her that she is
welcome.
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Blue streaks pummel Marietta
down in the second half."
The Streaks' first half problems stemmed from the fact that
the Marietta offense ran only a
If baseball is a game of inches, handful of plays from their openthen football is a game of adjust- ing game, according to DeCarlo.
ments.
But such problems were overThe John Carroll University come by good coaching, a stingy
Blue Streaks (1,1) charged out of Blue Streak defense, and a flfed
the locker rooms in the second up offensive line led by junior
half after a slow start to build upon tackles Greg Perram and Ron
their 13-7 lead and pound the Zawadski.
MarieuaPioneers42-71 Saturday.
'1 thought our offensive line
"Our assistant coaches made played one of the best games since
some major adjusbnents at half I've been hexe," said DeCarlo.
time," bead coach Tony DeCarlo ·-ney executed very well, prosaid. "They deserve a great deal tected (QB) Monte (Hall) well,
of credit for Marietta being shut and opened great holes for (RB)
by Brennan M. lafferty
Asst. Sports Ecltor

Willie (Beers)."
For his efforts, Beers was
named Ohio Athletic Conference
player of the week after gaining
163 yards with one touchdown
and becoming only the sixth player
in John Carroll football history to
gain more than 2,000 yards.
Even though the Streaks invade
Columbus next week against
Capital University with no serious
injuries, there is one major area
with which they are concerned.
"'Ibe one main aspect that we
need to work on this week is to
eliminate the personal foul ," said
DeCarlo. "We are working hard
to correct those mistakes."

STREAKS

of the week

University of Wisconsin
Pbtteville

+

Senior.Pa'blo Ramirez
was honored as OAC
Player ofthe Week
Ramitez 5cored two
goal$ 1n the Victory over
Oberlin and a goalln
both the Wooster and
Case Western v.tctones.
Rarnfrez $COred ~ goal
or assist 1n every game
this season.
;
·X•

Emphasis in
Liberal Arts
International Business

Qreen: ftnished in 7th

'place at the WQOSter lnv.

Courses available in Spanish
and in English

• F)"eslurian Danlelle
SlUga scored two ~oats

Fluency in Spanish not required

teano 3 ..2·upsefofD1Y. II

All courses approved by the Univenity
W"asconsin-Platteville and validated
on an official UW-P transcript
$3975 per semester for W"IICOOSin &
Minnesota residents
$4225 per semester for non-residents
Costllnclude
Tuition and Fees
Room and Board in Spanish homes

F'Jeldtrips

~the women$ soocer

CannoJ).·

·

Sports Editor

The John Carroll University
football team leavesa42-7 victory
last week and travels to Cooper
Stadium to battle Capital University. TheCrusaders, aformidable
opponent. have a 2-0 record and
are expected to be a conference
title contender.
"We'regoingtohaveourhands
full this week," said DeCarlo. "I
expect that this game will be hyped
up by both the team and their fans.
They are 2-0, this will be their
home opener, and they have high
expectations about the football
program. From what I understand,
they have a great student following down there,so we'll be walking
into a real hornet's nest this week,
and I will be emphasizing that to
the kids."
The Ohio Athletic Conference
media poll picked the Streaks to
finish first and the Crusaders to
finish fourth. The Streaks appear
to match-up well against the Cru-

saders on both· a team and individuallevel.
Tailback junior Willie Beers
exploded with 163 yards against
Marietta and will play a pivotal
role in the Crusader game on Saturday. The Crusaders will counter
with fii'St-team All-OAC safety
Bill Kaikis. Kaikis has returned
seven punts for 111 yards with an
average return of 5.8 yards.
The Streaks may also need to
watch tailback Ezan Ellsworth,
who rushed for 126 yards and a
touchown on 15 carries last week
against Otterbein.
In head-to-head competition
Capital owns a 3-2 advantage, but
the Streaks defeated the Crusaders in their last meeting, 24-16.
The Streaks rank fourth in the
OAC in total offense and third in
total defense, and quarterback
Monte Hall ranks second in passing efficiency. The Crusaders rank
third in rushing defense and quarterback Chris Ochs is third in the
conference in passing efficiency.
The Streaks kickoff against the
Crusaders on Saturday at 1:30p.m.

Willie BeetS was

awatde(J OAC Player of
the··w~k.

Beers
rushe~ !or 1~ yards
am'
. one touchdown on
27 carrtes agamst
Manetta. He became
the sJxth player in JCU
h1stoxy to gam over
2,000yards in a c~eer.
~··"'

by Andy Botzer

..::.

~

• ~or runrtehJe1f

~-:-::

Qanor placed .15th at the

Wooster lll"{;
~ Freslimali goalie
)Uchael Lyons has
.
allowe4.pnly o~ goal tn
his Dmt 6 coll~gla1e

game$. .,.

,,,.,.

Attention: School of Business Students
Graduation applications are now available in the Dean's
Office of the School of Business.
The deadline for submission of applications is Friday,
September 27, 1991.

All finandal aid applies
For further information c:ootac:t
Study Abroad Prop"ama
308 Warner HaD
University of W"ISOODSin-Piatteville
1 University Plaza
Platteville, WI 53318-3099
(608) 342-1726

by Julie Evms

JuniO( nmrung ba.ck

notable streaks
• Juntor l'Un.ilet Michelie.

JCU ( 1- 1) vs.
Capital (2-0)

If you are planning to complete your coursework in
December, 1991, May or August, 1992, you n:ms.t file a
graduation application.

Also, younum file a graduation application even though
you filed one the previous year and did not graduate.

I was reading a book a few days
ago and stumbled upon a timeline
of Abraham Lincoln. I had no idea
how many times this man had
been defeated in life before actually being elected president. He
failed in business twice and was
defeated in the political spectrum
eight times. He also suffered a
nervous breakdown. Talk about
not giving up.
'The path was worn and slippery. My foot slipped from under
me, knocking the other out of the
way," Lincoln said, after losing a
Senate mce. "But I recovered and
said to myself, 'It's aslipandnot
a fall.'"
Just as pride was developed in
Lincoln, pride must be developed
in an athlete. As an athlete you
have to eliminate all negatives and
stress positiveness in your ability.
To do this set attainable goals,
not ones that are impossible or
vague. Be specific. "I wanttocateh
every ball thrown tomeinagarne."
Whatevex your goal is, strive for

it Ifyoudon'tlilce whatyouseein
the mirror make a change. It's not
that difficult
Mybestfriendfromhighschool
is a person I look up to in this
respect even today. He had probably one of the most demanding
childhoods and has come through
it all with a positive attitude.
When I tallc to him he makes me
see how lucky I've been.
Too many times I have seen
students my age give up on themselves. Take pride in the things
you attempt Don't try just to get
by, try to do your best If I can take
a quote from Coach DeCarlo,
"Each time you quit it becomes
easier and easier to do it again."
So make an effort from the be-ginning.
When two athletes have equal
natural ability, equal preparation,
equal conditioning and equal
concentration who will have the
edge? Who will win the game or
match? The answer is right here,
the person who just refuses to lose.
The one with the most pride.
It may be easier to quit but hey,
who said life was easy.
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Men's soccer team remains undefeated, 6-0
by Jim Cohill
Sports reporter

Confidence. That is what permeates throughout the John Carroll men's soccer team. And why
not be confident? With a 6-0
record. the Streaks have given-up
only one goal this season.
The Streaks beat the College of
Wooster and Case Western last
week by a score of 2-0 in each
game.
"Initially, we got very liUle
respect, but the wins against Allegheny and Wooster have gained
us recognition," said junior cocaptain Matt Pelino. Tile Wooster
gamewasabigwinfortheStreaks
considering Wooster is always one
of the toughest teams in the
country.
The team has played exactly
the way coach Mark Maslona has
asked them to play.
''We set a goal to play consistently during the season, and we
have given a consistent effort every game so far," said Maslona.
Coach Maslona had nothing but
JDise for the entire team,and could
not pick out one player that has
stood out above everyone else.
"We have had a team effort thts
season, and especially the starting
11 and the two substitutes I have
used," said Maslona.
Senior co-caotain Pablo

Ramirez, named OAC Player of
the Week, is the leading scorer on
the team after the flrst six games.
In last week's matches he scored
against Wooster and Case. In the
Wooster game sophomore Matt
Sullivan put the Streaks ahead midway through the second half, and
Ramirez put the game out of reach
on a breakwaway to seal the 2-0
victory. TheStreaksalso beat Case
2-0, with Ramirez scoring on a
free kick and sophomore Chris
Cage scoring on a rebounded shot.
"My goals are just a case of me
being in the right place at the right
time," said Ramirez. "Anyone on
the team can score given the opportunity, I've just been lucky."
With the advent of conference
play the Strc;aks seem to be the
team to beat
"Conference play is extemely
tough, and there will be a lot of
intensity with every game," said
Maslona. "Capital, Otterbein, and
Hiram, are three of the toughest
teams we will play."
The team is not feeling any
pressure as it starts the second part
of the season.
'The team is really loose, and
looking forward to conference
play," said Graf. "Teams will be
gunning for us, so we must be
prepared to play every game. '
If there is a sour note about the
season it is the season ending knee
injury sustained by senior co-cap-

lain Jason Recard. The knee had
been previously injured, was reaggravat.cd during camp, and will
require surgery later on this year.
"Jason has provided great off
field leadership, but we will miss
his experience and leadership on
the fleld," said Maslona.
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For r.our fratemlt~
sorortty, team or other
campus organization.
AIS01UTIL1' NO
INVISJMINT •IQUI.IDI

Make your own hours,
make excellent money
marketing credit cards
on your campus.

CALL1·600·950·8472, ext. SO

\\

FEEBLE MIND MARK RAKOCY

FREE TRAVEL, CASff, AND
EXCELLENT
BUSINESS
EXPERIENCEII Openings available
lor indiVIduals or student organizations
to promote the country's's most
successful SPRING BREAK tours.
Call Inter-Campus Programs 1 800327-6013

r-----------,
Last Chance!
Ifyou would or would not
like to see a crossword
puzzel on this page, please
check the appropriate box.
cut this out, ana return it
to the Graphics
Department of The Carroll
News.

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS to
students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break
Packages. Good pay & fun. Call CMI
1-800-423-5264

HORSEBACK RIDING LESSONS
Indoors & out- By Carroll graduate Both pnvate and group - For more
information call Heidi 639-8343.
Located at Chagrin Valley Farms.
ADDRESSERS
9250 Washington Street, Chagrin
immediately I
No experience 1--F_a_lls_.Oh
_ io_54_3-_7_23_3.
necessary. Process FHA mortgage
refunds. Wods at home. Call 1-405- Non-smoking babysitter for boy, 2.
Friday am, own transportation. Call
321-3064.

to whether the Streaks can keep up
their winning ways. This will be
answered in the weeks to come,
beginning Saturday, September 28
in Columbus against Capital UniThe Streaks also battle Heidelberg away on Tuesday, October I at 6:30p.m ..
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Recard' s teammates concurred
with Maslona.
"Whenever someone with three
varsity letters is out you will miss
that person, and it especially hurts
to lose Jason," said Graf.
After getting off to their best
start ever, the question remains as

ROGER 'l'BOOGHT HE
DEAL WHEN BE BOUGHT THOSE
ENVELOPES.

Or call #397-4479
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Bracken Field Renovated
by Mike Ka<lub
Sports reporter

The renovated baseball field
at John Carroll University marks
a new era for the baseball team.
TheConstruction,byO'Mally
Construction, included adding
dugouts, a pressbox with compleae public announcement system, and grandstands behind the

backstop.
According to basbeball coach
Jerry Schweickert. the most important addition was the installation of the sprinkling system in
the outfield and infield grass.
"Once the field is totally done
it will besecondonlytoMarrieua
in the OAC which will be great
for recruiting," said Head baseball coach
Schweickert

Volleyball losing streak
falls to seven games
by Mike Kadub
Sports reporter
The John Carroll University
volleyball team came up on the
short end of the stick in all six of
their matches the past week.
At the three team best-of-five
match at Youngstown State University, the Streaks lost to Lake
Erie College (15-8, 15-5, 13-15,
12-15), and YSU (12-15, 9-15,8·
15). The Streaks won the first two
games of the Lake Erie match
onlytolosethematch. Headcoach
Gretchen Weitbrecht believes the
Streaks played exceptionally well
in begiMing of the match.
"It was the best volleyball
we've played all year," said
Weitbrechl
The Streaks did not fair much
betler travelling to Ohio Northern
University for the 20-team ONU
Lady Bear Invitational over the
weekend. The Streaks managed
to win only two games in the four
matches against Blufton College
(10.15, 15-13,12-15), University
of Wisconsin at Plalaeville · (1315, 15-13, 10.15), Waynesburg
13-15,6-1 ,andMuskin
4-

15, 7-15).
According to Weitbrecht., the
Streaks needs to set its sights on
winning if the team intends to
reach the Ohio Athletic Conference playoffs.
"We need to make some
changes and become more enthusiastic about playing volleyball,"
said WeilbrechL
Weitbrecht believes that senior
Diana Coyle provided the one
bright spot for the Streaks at the
tourney.
"Coyle gave us the best allaround performance, from the
front and back row." said
WeitbrechL
The Streaks played Notre Dame
and Oberlin at home on Wednesday.
The Streak battle Heidelberg
in their first OAC match at home.
Accmting to Weitbrecht the squad
has a good chance of earning a
spot in the OAC towney. The top
six teams in the conference earn
berths into the tourney.
The Streaks' meet Heidelberg
on Tuesday, October 1 at 6:30
p.m. and theJ.V. play at 8:30p.m.
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Cross country teams accelerate
by Lana Durban
Sports reporter
The John Carroll University
men'scrosscountry fmished ninth
in a 13 team competition at
Wooster College on Saturday.
'We definiaely improved over
last week," said coach Don
Stupica. 'Wooster was a good
test 1bere were four OAC teams
competing, and we beat two of
them."
Senior Jeff Ganor. the team's
only upperclassman, led the Blue
Streaks by capturing 15th place
overall, witha5miletimeof27:33.
Junior Ed Koontz also fmished in
the top 20, placing 19th overall.
Freshman Rich Able contributed by dropping 25 seconds off
his time from last week. Able
credits his improvement to team
practices.
"I'm in much better shape now
because of the harder
practices,"said Able.
The Streaks face a real challenge this week competing with
schools from Divisions I, U, and
lll. Teams from the Ohio Athletic

Conference will also be competing.
"1llis meet will be a lot different for us," said Able. "We've
never run against Division I teams
before, but it will be a good experience for the team."
Optimistic about the upcoming race, Stupica is loolcing for
some substantial improvement
from the men.
"We've been running for a
month now. The fJISt three races
were learning experiences, now I
would like to see the team compete harder and run more earnestly,"saidStupica. "What we're
trying to do is improve each week,
and be in competitive form for the
conference championship on November2."
The women's cross country
team placed fourth competing with
13 teams at Wooster College on
Saturday.
"WedidreallywellatWooster
compared to last year," said
sophomore Andrea Lobet
The team finished second out
of the five competing OAC teams,
defeating Mount Union, OUelbein,
and Hiram. Baldwin-Wallace was

the only school that John Carroll
couldn't overcome.
Junior Michelle Green placed
fJISt for the Streaks and seventh
overall. Coming back from an
injury last week, Joanna Tomazic
fmished lOth overall, second on
the team.

Last week's first place runner, sophomore Susan Stukus,
finished 19th overall, and sophomore Julie Koscinski finished
38th.
"This is a team effort. everyonecontributes," said coach Grove
Jewett
This week the Streaks face 1820 teams. including some Division I schools. This poses some
new challenges for the women
runners, but Jewett is optimistic.
"We'rejust looking to perform
well and improveeach meet," said
Jewett
The Streaks are also looking
to the conference championships
on November 2.
"Our goal is to win the OAC,"
said sophomore Beth Kramer.
The cross country teams will
participate in the Notre Dame Invitational, Friday, September 27.

Hunting and fishing in
by Ric Formoni
Nestled between the borders of
Indiana and Pennsylvania lies
some of the best hunting and fiShing available in the country.
In the last 10.15 years, Ohio
has come alive with many people
showing enthusiastic interest in
hunting, fiShing and spon shooting. Sponshooting involves competition archery, rifle and clay
pigeon trap and skeet
Tills year the South Cuyahoga
Sponsman's Association will hold
an outdoors "open house" in celebration of National Hunting and
Fishing Day on Sunday, Sept29
at its Chatam, Ohio club grounds
located on Erhart road. in Medina

Coun!Y.·

This is an opponunity for those
outdoors lovers interested in archery, fiShing, hunting and the art
of spon shooting to participate in
hands on activities. Activities will
include demonstrations and day
long open shooting of compound
bows and crossbows, skeet and
trap shooting, pistol and high
power rifle shooting, blackpowdered muzzleloading and fishing
in a well stocked majestic 10 acre
lake, full of largemouth bass,
crappie, catfish, bluegill, and
Northern Pike.
The day will be open to the
public at no cost. Firearms, ammunition. and targets will be free
and available in unlimited supply.
Each event will be supervised by
an experienced SCSA member.
James J. Cooart..._direcur of

Ohio~

cooperative education at John
Carroll University has taken part
in many of the outdoor hunting
and fiShing activites that Ohio bas
to offer. Conaty, born in New
York, has made his mark in Ohio
by tackling the waters of Lake
Erie. "I've done allot of Walleye
fiShing on Lake Erie, not to mention Largemouth bass fishing in
inland lakes located by my home
in Geauga County. I don't own a
boat but I have made it to the
islandsofl..akeErieseveral times.
With close to60 years of experience, dedicated to the imp<X"tance of promoting proper instructional awareness and education in the shooting sports to the
public, SCSAextends its welcome
to everyone. The event is free to
the oublic and allam.inriled.
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